
 

  Application Form for the Macmillan Learning
Emerging Researcher Award  

Applicant’s Name: To qualify for this award, a currently active Psi Beta 
member must score a minimum of 10 total points based 
on at least 5 points for Conducted Research, 2 points for 
Ethics, 2 points for Communication, and at least 1 point 
for Service. 

Chapter: 

Date: 

 CONDUCTED RESEARCH - As demonstrated through:
1. Literature review
2. Designed a study
3 Conducted data-gathering study
4. Prepared raw data for analysis (data cleansing, reverse coding, etc.)
5. Learned to use a statistical software program (e.g., SPSS, JASP, R, PSPP, JAMOVI, or Excel’s
statistical functions) to compute descriptive statistics and typical parametric significance tests (t, r, F,
effect size, etc.) and non-parametric significance tests
6. Analyzed research data using appropriate statistical tests
7. Coded qualitative data
8. Helped to recruit participants for the Psi Beta National Research Study
9. Analyzed National Research Study data and summarized findings in a poster or paper
10. Attended one or more talks on cutting edge psychological research (presented by an invited
speaker)
Total for Research Activity 

 RESEARCH ETHICS - As demonstrated through:
11. Can name and describe at least three classic studies in psychology in which the ethical treatment
of participants was poor
12. Wrote a research proposal that was approved by a federally registered Institutional Review Board
13. Completed IRB training (CITI or other; attach the digital certificate(s) of completion)
14. Conducted a study that gathered informed consent, protected participant anonymity, and debriefed
participants
Total for Research Ethics 

 RESEARCH COMMUNICATION - As demonstrated through:
15. Wrote an APA style (7th edition) research review or research paper
16. Orally presented a research review or paper to an audience (classroom or conference)
17. Presented a research poster at a local, regional, or national conference
18. Research poster accepted to a conference (includes virtual conferences)
Total for Research Communication

 RESEARCH SERVICE - As demonstrated through:
19. Designed or conducted research (e.g., needs assessment, customer satisfaction survey) to support
the research needs of a campus or community entity
20. Tutored others on the appropriate application, computation, or presentation of statistics (in person or
virtual)
21. Tutored or peer-reviewed others on preparing an APA style research paper (in person or virtual)
22. Helped chapter host a mini-psychology conference that included a student poster session and
poster judging
23. Informed others on the importance of research ethics
24. Mentored a peer’s engagement in a research study (e.g., served as chair of a student research
committee)
Total for Research Services 

   Here are your total points earned for all research activities. 
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